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Abstract—Mobility, channel error, and congestion are the main causes for packet loss in mobile ad hoc networks. Reducing packet

loss typically involves congestion control operating on top of a mobility and failure adaptive routing protocol at the network layer. In the

current designs, routing is not congestion-adaptive. Routing may let a congestion happen which is detected by congestion control, but

dealing with congestion in this reactive manner results in longer delay and unnecessary packet loss and requires significant overhead if

a new route is needed. This problem becomes more visible especially in large-scale transmission of heavy traffic such as multimedia

data, where congestion is more probable and the negative impact of packet loss on the service quality is of more significance. We

argue that routing should not only be aware of, but also be adaptive to, network congestion. Hence, we propose a routing protocol

(CRP) with such properties. Our ns-2 simulation results confirm that CRP improves the packet loss rate and end-to-end delay while

enjoying significantly smaller protocol overhead and higher energy efficiency as compared to AODV and DSR.

Index Terms—Ad hoc networks, routing protocols, mobile computing, congestion adaptivity.
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1 INTRODUCTION

ACCORDING to a recent Gartner Group (www.gartner.
com) report in February 2004, the North American

mobile data market will grow to 141.1 million connections
in 2007, with a compound annual growth rate of 41.7 per-
cent. It is believed that a large portion will be ad hoc
connections, which will open many opportunities for
MANET applications. To prepare for this promising future,
besides other issues, routing is an important problem in
need of a solution that not only works well with a small
network, but also sustains efficiency and scalability as the
network gets expanded and the application data gets
transmitted in larger volume. Though essential, routing in
MANETs is a nontrivial matter. Since mobile nodes have
limited transmission capacity, they mostly intercommuni-
cate by multihop relay. Multihop routing is challenged by
limited wireless bandwidth, low device power, dynamically
changing network topology, and high vulnerability to
failure, to name just a few.

To answer those challenges, many routing algorithms in
MANETs were proposed. There are different dimensions to
categorize them: proactive routing versus on-demand routing,
or single-path routing versus multipath routing. In proactive
protocols [5], [20], routes between every two nodes are
established in advance even though no transmission is in
demand. This is realized by a node periodically updating its
neighbors with the routing information it has known thus
far, hoping that every node eventually has a consistent and
up-to-date global routing information for the entire net-
work. This approach is not suitable for large networks

because many unused routes still need be maintained and
the periodic updating may incur overwhelming processing
and communication overhead. The on-demand approach
(e.g., [2], [9], [15], [21]) is more efficient in that a route is
discovered only when needed for a transmission and
released when the transmission no longer takes place.
However, when a link is disconnected due to failure or
node mobility, which often occurs in MANETs, the delay
and overhead due to new route establishment may be
significant. To address this problem, multiple paths to the
destination may be used as in multipath routing protocols
(e.g., [13], [16], [17], [28], [29]). An alternate path can be
found quickly in case the existing path is broken. The trade-
off, as compared to single-path routing, is the multiplied
overhead due to concurrent maintenance of such paths.
Furthermore, the use of multiple paths does not balance
routing load better than single-pathing unless we use a very
large number of paths (which is costly and therefore
infeasible) [30].

There is another dimension for categorizing routing
protocols: congestion-adaptive routing versus congestion-un-
adaptive routing. The existing routing protocols belong to
the second group. In this paper, we propose a new routing
protocol that belongs to the first group. We name the
proposed protocol CRP (Congestion-adaptive Routing Pro-
tocol). We note that some of the existing protocols are
congestion-aware (e.g., [12], [15]), but they are not conges-
tion-adaptive. In congestion-aware routing techniques,
congestion is taken into consideration only when establish-
ing a new route which remains the same until mobility or
failure results in disconnection. In congestion-adaptive
routing, the route is adaptively changeable based on the
congestion status of the network.

Our motivation is that congestion is a dominant cause for
packet loss in MANETs [15]. Typically, reducing packet loss
involves congestion control running on top of a mobility
and failure adaptive routing protocol at the network layer.
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Routing may let a congestion happen which is later detected
and handled by congestion control. Congestion nonadap-
tiveness in routing in MANETs may lead to the following
problems:

. Long delay: It takes time for a congestion to be
detected by the congestion control mechanism. In
severe congestion situations, it may be better to use a
new route. The problem with an on-demand routing
protocol is the delay it takes to search for the new
route.

. High overhead: In case a new route is needed, it
takes processing and communication effort to dis-
cover it. If multipath routing is used, though an
alternate route is readily found, it takes effort to
maintain multiple paths.

. Many packet losses: Many packets may have
already been lost by the time a congestion is
detected. A typical congestion control solution will
try to reduce the traffic load, either by decreasing the
sending rate at the sender or dropping packets at the
intermediate nodes or doing both. The consequence
is a high packet loss rate or a small throughput at the
receiver.

The above problems become more visible in large-scale
transmission of traffic intensive data such as multimedia
data, where congestion is more probable and the negative
impact of packet loss on the service quality is of more
significance. Unlike well-established networks such as the
Internet, in a dynamic network like a MANET, it is
expensive, in terms of time and overhead, to recover from
a congestion. Our proposed CRP protocol tries to prevent
congestion from occurring in the first place. CRP uses
additional paths (called “bypass”) to reduce packet delay,
but tries to minimize bypass use to reduce the protocol
overhead. Traffic is split over the bypass and the primary
route probabilistically and adaptively to network conges-
tion. Hence, 1) power consumption is efficient because
traffic load is fairly distributed and 2) congestion is resolved
beforehand and, consequently, CRP enjoys a small packet
loss rate. These advantages of CRP are verified in our ns-2
[19] based performance study.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Next, we present the protocol details of CRP. We provide
the results of our simulation study in Section 3. In Section 4,
we discuss works related to routing in MANETs and how
CRP is different from them. The paper is concluded in
Section 5.

2 CONGESTION ADAPTIVE ROUTING

Congestion Adaptive Routing (CRP) is a congestion-
adaptive unicast routing protocol for MANETs. We
introduced its preliminary concepts and evaluation in [22]
and [27], respectively. In this paper, we present a complete
design with more insight and an in-depth evaluation for
this routing protocol. In CRP, every node appearing on a
route warns its previous node when prone to be congested.
The previous node uses a “bypass” route for bypassing the
potential congestion area to the first noncongested node on
the primary route. Traffic is split probabilistically over these

two routes, primary and bypass, thus effectively lessening
the chance of congestion occurrence. CRP is on-demand
and consists of the following components:

1. congestion monitoring,
2. primary route discovery,
3. bypass discovery,
4. traffic splitting and congestion adaptivity,
5. multipath minimization, and
6. failure recovery.

We start with an example to get used to the concept of
“bypass” and then discuss those constituent components in
detail.

2.1 Example

A simplified example is illustrated in Fig. 1. A routeS! A!
B! C! D! E! R is initially found for the sender S to
the receiverR. This route is called the “primary route” fromS
toR. Each link is labeled with a probability that the incoming
packet is forwarded along this link. In Fig. 1a, every packet
follows the primary route. Some time later, node C detects
that a congestion is likely to occur and sends a warning to its
neighborhood. Its previous node (nodeB, regarding destina-
tion R) is aware of this situation. In response, node B finds a
route bypassing C. This route is destined for D, which is the
first noncongested node after C, as shown in Fig. 1b. All the
primary nodes other than B and D are not included. Traffic
coming toBwill be spread over the primary linkB! C and
the bypass routeB! W ! Dwith probabilities p and 1� p,
respectively. Effectively, since the traffic coming to C is
lessened, C will less likely become a congestion spot.
Similarly, shown in Fig. 1c is the case where B is nearly
congested. In response toB’s warning,A finds a bypass toD
which is the first noncongested node afterB. Traffic coming to
A will be split over the primary link A! B and the bypass
route A ! X ! Y ! Z ! D. Node B thus improves its
congestion status.
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Fig. 1. Use of bypass to reduce congestion.



Intuitively, bypass can be used in routing to prevent
congestion. Technically, there are important issues not
mentioned in this example that need to be addressed. The
next subsection discusses congestion monitoring at a node.

2.2 Congestion Monitoring

When the number of packets coming to a node exceeds its
carrying capacity, the node becomes congested and starts
losing packets. We can use a variety of metrics at a node to
monitor congestion status. For instance, we can be based on
the percentage of all packets discarded for lack of buffer
space, the average queue length, the number of packets
timed out and retransmitted, the average packet delay, and
the standard deviation of packet delay. In all cases, rising
numbers indicate growing congestion. The design of CRP
allows it to work on top of any of these methods. For ease of
presentation and as a proof of concept, we adopt the
following simple method as an example in the paper. A
node periodically checks the occupancy of its link-layer
buffer. The congestion status is determined based on the
ratio r between the the number of packets currently
buffered to the buffer size. A node is said to be “green”
(i.e., far from congested), “yellow” (i.e., likely congested), or
“red” (very likely or already congested) if r � 1/2 (buffer is
less than half full), r 2 (1/2, 3/4] (buffer is more than half
full but far from being full), or r 2 (3/4, 1] (buffer is close to
or already full), respectively. As later discussed, a bypass is
a path from a node to its next green node. The next green
node is the first “green” node at least two hops away
downstream on the primary route.

2.3 Primary Route Discovery

The sender discovers the route to the receiver in a simple
way. It broadcasts an REQ packet toward the receiver. The
receiver responds to the first copy of REQ by sending back
an REP packet. The REP will traverse back the path that the
REQ previously followed. This path becomes the primary
route between the sender and the receiver. Nodes along this
route are called primary nodes.

Each node has two routing tables: primary table (denoted
as prTab) and bypass table (denoted as brTab). prTab is used
to direct packets on the primary route, while brTab directs
packets on bypass routes. Thus, brTab ¼ ; for a node that
does not appear on a bypass route of any connection. We will
revisit brTab later in Section 2.4. ForprTab, the main attributes
are described in Table 1. An entry in prTab is unique to a
destination node {dst}. We denote by prTab½N;R� the entry for

destination R in the routing table of node N and by

prTab½N;R�:attr the value for attribute attr. For instance,

the entry for node A regarding destination R in Fig. 1c is

prTab½A;R� = (R, B, red, p, D, X, yellow, D, 3).
To reduce traffic due to primary route discovery and

better deal with congestion in the network, we employ two

strategies. First, an REQ is dropped if arriving at a node

with a “red” congestion status. Second, if an REQ for

receiver R arrives at a node N , this node may already have

an entry for R as a result of a previous connection

establishment. In this case, N just needs to forward REQ

to prTab½N;R�:hop—the next primary node of N toward

destination R. Broadcasting is avoided and, therefore, we

do not send too much traffic over the network.
On receipt of an REP initiated by destination R, a node N

adds a new entry for R, or replaces the old entry with the

new one, into prTab. The entry for R is removed if no data

packet destined for R arrives or prTab½N;R�:hop is not

heard of after a certain timeout period.

2.4 Bypass Discovery

A primary node periodically broadcasts a UDT (update)

packet with TTL = 1. The UDT packet contains the node’s

congestion status and a set of tuples [destination R, next

green node G, distance to green node m], each for a destination

appearing in the primary routing table. This packet is

created by Procedure createUDT, shown below:

1. Procedure createUDT at node N

2. output: packet p = (s, set of [R, G, m])
3. s = current congestion status of N

4. for (each destination R in prTab½N�)
5. Nnext: next primary node

6. if (Nnext is green OR Nnext ¼ R)

7. G = Nnext

8. m = 2

9. else

10. G = prTab½N;R�:green hop
11. m = prTab½N;R�:green metric + 1

12. add [R, G, m] to packet p

The purpose is that, when a node N receives a UDT

packet from its next primary node Nnext regarding destina-

tion R, N will be aware of the congestion status of Nnext and

learn that the next green node of N is G, which is m hops

away on the primary route. This information is crucial in

case a bypass is needed. The primary table is updated

accordingly, as shown in Procedure recvUDT below:

1. Procedure recvUDT at node N

2. input: packet p = (s, set of [R, G, m])

3. from: node N 0

4. for (each destination R in p)

5. if (N 0 is the next primary node of N regarding R)

6. prTab½N;R�:hop status = s

7. prTab½N;R�:green hop = G

8. prTab½N;R�:green metric = m

An exception applies to the node immediately before

destinationR, where prTab½:; R�:green hop ¼ R, prTab½N;R�:
hop status ¼ “green,” and prTab½:; R�:green metric ¼ 1. For
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every other node, prTab½:; R�:green hop is set to �2 initially,

meaning that this information is not yet available.
Let us suppose that a node N receives a UDT packet from

its next primary node Nnext (regarding a destination R). If

Nnext is yellow or red, a congestion is likely ahead if data

packets continue to be forwarded on link N ! Nnext. Since

CRP tries to keep congestion from occurring in the first place,

N starts to discover a bypass route toward nodeG—the next

green node of N known from the UDT packet. For this

purpose,N broadcasts a BPS_REQ packet destined forG. The

next green hopGmay receive multiple instances of BPS_REQ,

but responds only to the earliest by sending a BPS_REP toN .

This BPS_REP follows backward the path that the BPS_REQ

traveled earlier. This path is the bypass route thatN will use.
Since the distance to G should be short, the BPS_REQ is

set with TTL = 2 � m to limit broadcast traffic. (Here, m is

the distance from N to G on the primary route and � is a

small constant.) The broadcast traffic is reduced even more

because BPS_REQ is dropped if arriving at a node (neither

N nor G) already present on the primary route. As a result,

the bypass path is disjoint with the primary route, except

that they join at the end nodes N and G. It is possible that

no bypass is found due to the way that BPS_REQ

approaches G. In this case, we continue using the primary

route. However, the work in [6] shows that the chance to

find a “short-cut”1 from a node to another on a route is

high. Our bypass is more flexible than and not necessarily a

short-cut and, therefore, the probability for finding a bypass

is even higher.
As mentioned before in Section 2.3, a node maintains

brTab—a bypass routing table to direct packets along

bypass paths. This table, whose main attributes are

described in Table 2, is updated upon receipt of a BPS_REP.

Each entry in brTab is identified by a tuple {destination dst,

bypass source bypass_src}. Referring to Fig. 1, the entry for

node X in brTab regarding destination R is (R, A, Y ,

yellow). Similarly to prTab, an entry of brTab is removed if,

after a certain timeout period, no data packet corresponding

to this entry arrives or the next bypass node is not heard of.
Bypass routing tables are only used by bypass nodes

(e.g., nodes X, Y , Z, W in Fig. 1c). For the begin node of a

bypass, say node A in Fig. 1c, when the BPS_REP comes

back, A will assign prTab½A;R�:bypass dst = D—the node

that initiates BPS_REP and prTab½A;R�:bypass hop = X—the

first bypass node.

2.5 Traffic Splitting and Congestion Adaptability

Now that the bypass at a node has been found, data packets
coming to this node are not necessarily spread over the
bypass and the primary link. Indeed, as long as the next
primary node is not red, no packet is forwarded on the
bypass. This is because the primary route is still far from
congested and we do not want to impose any unnecessary
burden on the bypass nodes. We find the bypass proactively
for we can use it immediately if the next primary node
becomes red (indicating severe congestion).

Let us consider a node N on the primary route from
sender S to receiver R and assume that a bypass from N to
the bypass destination prTab½N;R�:bypass dst is currently
maintained but unused. When the next primary node of N
(i.e., node prTab½N;R�:hop) first becomes red, incoming
packets will follow primary link N ! prTab½N;R�:hop with
a probability p ¼ prTab½N;R�:prob ¼ 0.5 and follow bypass
link N ! prTab½N;R�:bypass hop with an equal chance
(1� p ¼ 0:5). Hence, this traffic splitting effectively reduces
the congestion status at the next primary node.

To adapt with congestion due to network dynamics, the
probability p is modified periodically based on the conges-
tion status of the next primary node and the bypass route.
The congestion status of a bypass is the accumulative status
of every bypass nodes. For instance, in Fig. 1c, the status of
the bypass route A ! X ! Y ! Z ! D is yellow. The
basic idea is that we should increase the amount of traffic
on the primary link if the primary link leads to a less
congested node and reduce otherwise. The probability
adjustment policy is described in Table 3 and explained
below:

1. Next primary link is green: The primary link is not
congested and we can increase p to better utilize this
link (we can remove the bypass when no data is
forwarded there and, so, save maintenance cost).
However, we have to be conservative in increasing p
because if we increase it too much, the link may
become congested soon. For this reason, we increase
p by ð1� pÞ=4 (25 percent of the gap between p and
1) when the bypass congestion status is green. When
the bypass status is yellow, we should increase p by
more to help relax the traffic on the bypass; in this
case, we increase p by 33 percent of the gap between
p and 1. If the bypass congestion status is red, we
increase p by 50 percent of the gap between p and 1
to significantly reduce bypass traffic.

2. Primary link is yellow: We should not change p
for the primary link if the bypass status is either
green or yellow. If we increase p, the primary link
may become red. If we decrease p, the bypass may
become yellow or red, which does not improve the
overall situation much. However, when the bypass
status is red, p will be increased to avoid more
losses on the bypass. This increase is conservative
(25 percent of the gap between p and 1) to prevent
the primary link from becoming red.

3. Primary link is red: The primary link is congested
and, therefore, p is decreased to make it less
congested. The decrease is more significant
(50 percent of the gap between p and 1) if the bypass
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status is green because the bypass has been in good
condition. If the bypass status is much, the decrease
is more conservative (25 percent) to prevent the
bypass from becoming red. If the bypass is red
(congested), we need to find another uncongested
bypass to shoulder some traffic for the primary link.

We now work on an example demonstrated by Fig. 2. We
start from the top diagram, where, currently, the bypass
from A is A! X! Y ! C, from B is B! Y ! Z ! E,
and from D is D! W ! F . Note that the bypass from B is
destined for E because, earlier, both C and D were not
green. D now is green and C becomes red. Since B is aware
of C becoming red, B adjusts the probability to forward on
the primary link B ! C to 0.5 � 0.5/2 ¼ 0.25 because the
bypass congestion status is green. Similarly, if node D
learns that its bypass becomes yellow, it will change the
probability to forward on link D! E to 0.4 þ 0.6/3 ¼ 0.6.
The new probability values are shown in the middle
diagram. Now, supposing that node Y becomes red and
nodes C and W remain green, the new probability values on
link A ! B, B ! C, and D ! E, shown on the bottom
diagram, are changed to 0.8 þ 0.2/4 ¼ 0.85 (because we
assume node B is currently yellow), 0.25 þ 0.75/2 ¼ 0.625
(because we assume node C is currently green), and 0.6 þ
0.4/2 ¼ 0.7, respectively.

Although a bypass and the primary route cannot include
more than two common nodes, we allow different bypass
paths to share nodes. For instance, bypass node Y in Fig. 2
belongs to two bypass paths. The rationale is that enabling
bypass paths to share nodes increases the chance to
discover a bypass. A bypass node may become too
congested if it has to carry large loads of bypass traffic.

This case is handled by our congestion adaptation ex-
plained above: This node will eventually be removed. We
will discuss this kind of problem in the following section.

2.6 Multipath Minimization

To keep the protocol overhead small, CRP tries to minimize
the use of multiple paths. If prTab½N;R�:prob approaches 1.0
(e.g., within a predefined threshold �), this means the next
primary node is far from congested or the bypass route is
very congested. In this case, N removes the bypass. If
prTab½N;R�:prob approaches zero, this means that the next
primary node is very congested. In this case, the primary
link is disconnected and the bypass becomes primary.
These two extreme cases are illustrated in Fig. 3. In either
case, all the bypass nodes are informed of the decision and
their routing tables are modified accordingly.

To further reduce the use of multipathing and keep the
protocol simple, CRP does not allow a node to use more
than one bypass. Therefore, the bypass route discovery is
only initiated by a node if no bypass currently exists at this
node. The protocol overhead for using bypass is also
reduced because of short bypass lengths. A bypass connects
to the first noncongested node after the congestion spot,
which should be just a few hops downstream.

2.7 Failure Recovery

A desirable routing protocol should gracefully and quickly
resume connectivity after a link breakage. CRP is able to do
so by taking advantage of the bypass routes currently
available. There are three main cases of failures and we
address them below. For ease of presentation, we consider
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Fig. 2. Examples of splitting probability being adjusted adaptively to
congestion.

Fig. 3. Extreme cases of congestion adaptivity: Bypass removal and
bypass-to-primary switch.



only one connection with sender S and receiver R. Fig. 4
demonstrates these cases, where the bypass from B is B!
Y ! D and from A is A ! X ! Y ! Z ! E.

2.7.1 A Primary Link Fails (Fig. 4a)

When a primary link fails, say link D ! E, its initial node
sends a DISC packet upstream toward the sender along the
primary route. DISC records the nodes it visits. DISC stops at
nodes that have a bypass. If a node receives the DISC (nodeB)
and finds that its bypass destination (node D) is included in
DISC, the bypass cannot be used because it leads a node
before the failed link. In this case, DISC is further forwarded
upstream. Eventually, DISC will stop at a node (nodeA) with
a bypass whose destination (nodeE) is after the failed link or
DISC will reach the sender S. In the latter case, S finds a new
primary route toR as in Section 2.3. If the former case occurs,
the bypass will be used as the primary route.

2.7.2 A Bypass Link or Bypass Node Fails (Fig. 4b)

This case is handled simply. The bypass node (node Y ) that
detects this failure sends a BPS_DISC packet upstream
along the bypass until it reaches a primary node (node A).
The bypass will be removed. Note that, in Fig. 4b, the
bypass B ! Y ! D is not removed because the BPS_DSC
only visits nodes that correspond to {destination R, bypass
source A}.

2.7.3 A Primary Node Fails (Fig. 4c)

This case is considered as a combination of the two cases
above. If a primary node detects this failure, e.g., node D, it
sends a DISC upstream along the primary route. If a bypass
node detects this failure (node Z), it sends a BPS_DISC
upstream along the bypass until reaching a primary node.

When a primary node with a bypass (node A) receives
DISC, it waits a period to see if a BPS_DISC is coming. If
BPS_DISC comes, the bypass is removed and DISC will be
forwarded upstream along the primary route. From then
onward, it is handled similarly to the first case above. If
BPS_DISC does not arrive within the waiting period, the
bypass will be used as the primary route. However, it is
possible that BPS_DISC comes late. In this case, it will be
ignored, but the bypass that we just converted into primary
actually remains broken at the failed node. This failure will
be detected and fixed shortly because another DISC packet
will be sent back (from node Z), as in Case 1.

3 PERFORMANCE STUDY

We implemented CRP using the Network Simulator Ns-2
version 2.27 [19] with the CMU Monarch wireless exten-
sions [1]. We compared CRP’s performance to that of DSR
and AODV, two of the most popular MANET routing
protocols. We present our observations in this section.

3.1 Simulation Configuration

The network consisted of 50 nodes in a 1,500m � 300m
rectangular field. The radio model used was Lucent’s
WaveLAN radio interface whose nominal bit rate is 2 Mbps
and radio range 250 m. The MAC layer was based on IEEE
802.11 DCF (distributed coordination function). The channel
propagation model we used combines both the free-space
and 2-ray ground reflection models. The same configuration
parameters were used as in Ns-2 version 2.27. An interface
queue at the MAC layer could hold 50 packets before they
were sent out to the physical link. Link breakage was
detected from MAC layer feedbacks. A routing buffer at the
network layer could store up to 64 data packets. This buffer
keeps data packets waiting for a route, such as packets for
which route discovery had started but no reply arrived yet.

We used the random waypoint mobility model [10]. Lu
et al. [15] suggested that, by setting the maximum node
speed to 4m/s, we could cover most mobility effects by just
varying the pause period. Therefore, we used this max-
imum speed and considered different pause periods: zero
second (highest mobility), 300 seconds (high mobility),
600 seconds (low mobility), and 900 seconds (zero mobility).
For each of these cases, two simple ways can be used to
illustrate different traffic loads: 1) fix the packet rate and
vary the number of connections or 2) fix the number of
connections and vary the packet rate. We employed the
latter approach. Each simulation run lasted 900 seconds,
during which 20 connections were generated and remained
open until the simulation ended. For each connection, the
source generated 512-byte data packets at a constant bit rate
(CBR). This rate was varied among 1, 5, 10, 20, or
40 packets/s. The threshold � used in CRP for multipath
minimization is set to 0.1.

3.2 Performance Metrics

We considered the following important metrics for the
evaluation:

1. Packet Delivery Ratio: Percentage of data packets
received at the destinations out of the number of
data packets generated by the CBR traffic sources.
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Fig. 4. Failure recovery: Bypass from B is B! Y ! D and from A is A
! X ! Y ! Z ! E. (a) Link DE on primary route fails: primary path
ABCDE is removed, bypass BYD is removed, bypass AXYZE becomes
primary. (b) Link YZ on bypass fails: bypass AXYZE is removed.
(c) Node E on primary route fails: A forwards DISC upstream.



2. End-to-End Delay: The accumulative delay in data
packet delivery due to buffering of packets, new
route discoveries, queuing delay, MAC-layer re-
transmission, and transmission and propagation
delays.

3. Normalized Routing Overhead: The ratio of the
amount in bytes of control packets transmitted to the
amount in bytes of data received.

4. Normalized Power Consumption: The ratio of the
amount in bytes of both control and data packets
transmitted to the amount in bytes of data received.

A desirable routing protocol should offer a high packet
delivery ratio, small end-to-end delay, small routing over-
head, and low power consumption.

3.3 Simulation Results

The results were collected as average values over 10 runs of
each simulation setting. In what follows, the numeric results
are demonstrated in figures. Each figure is associated with a
table showing the ratio between CRP’s performance
measure to that of DSR and AODV. For instance, the
second column of the table in Fig. 5 shows the ratio between
CRP’s average packet delay to DSR’s average delay, while
the third column shows the ratio between CRP’s average
delay to AODV’s average delay.

3.3.1 Highest Mobility

Nodes move continuously in this simulated network, where
packets are lost or dropped not only because of congestion
but also mobility. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the average delay
and the delay standard deviation, respectively. DSR
suffered the worst delay in all measures. This is because
every data packet in DSR carries the entire route informa-
tion, thus making the network severely congested. CRP and
AODV resulted in less congestion because neither data nor
control packets need to include the entire route information.
They offered similar average delay and delay deviation.
CRP was slightly better than AODV when packets were
sent at a high rate (20 or 40 packets/sec). For instance, when
the packet rate was 20, the average delay and delay

deviation of CRP were only 69 percent and 58 percent of
that of AODV.

In regard of data packet delivery ratio (Fig. 7), both
AODV and CRP outperformed DSR. Packets lost due to
congestion in DSR were more than in the other protocols.
When the packet rate was small (1 packet/s), CRP and
AODV delivered similar loads of packets. This was because
network traffic was not yet heavy. But, if more data were
transmitted from the source, CRP delivered more success-
fully. Indeed, CRP successfully delivered at least 11 percent
more data than AODV when the packet rate was 5, 10, or
20 packets/s. CRP and AODV converged to a similar
performance when the rate was too high (40 packets/s).

The difference between CRP and AODV in terms of delay
and delivery ratio may not seem significant, but, in compar-
ing their routing overheads, CRP was clearly better as shown
in Fig. 8. CRP was much more lightweight than AODV in all
scenarios. When the traffic load was small (1 packet/s), CRP’s
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Fig. 5. Pause 0: Average end-to-end delay. Fig. 6. Pause 0: Uniformity end-to-end delay.

Fig. 7. Pause 0: Data packet delivery ratio.



routing overhead was only half of that incurred by AODV.
More impressively, when the traffic was heavier, the routing
overhead of CRP was no more than 17 percent of that of
AODV. The reason is as follows: Upon link breakage, while
AODV tried to establish a new route to the destination by
broadcasting a route request, CRP tried to make use of an
available bypass. Therefore, route requests were sent less
often in CRP. One could argue that it costs some overhead to
maintain bypass paths in CRP. However, this overhead is
kept small because of the way we minimize the use of
multiple paths, as discussed in Section 2.6. DSR incurred the
least routing overhead when the traffic was light, but, when
more packets were generated into the network, the overhead
of CRP was 64 percent of DSR and less than 30 percent in more
stressful network scenarios.

Energy efficiency is crucial to any MANET. AODV and
CRP were both competitive and more efficient than DSR. The
gap between the first two became more noticeable in densely
loaded networks, when DSR consumed even greater power
(Fig. 9). As mentioned earlier, CRP carried less control traffic.
Therefore, the fact that CRP’s energy efficiency was higher
than AODV’s implies that CRP forwarded less data traffic.
Interestingly, the amount of data received in CRP was no
worse than in AODV. This finding convinced us that being
adaptive to congestion helps increase both the effectiveness
and efficiency of routing.

3.3.2 Zero Mobility

By setting the pause period to 900 seconds, loss in the network
was only due to channel error and network congestion, not
mobility. Therefore, since CRP distributes congestion in the
network dynamically with the use of bypass paths, we
expected that CRP would offer the best delay. This hypothesis
indeed tested true in our simulation. The average delay and
delay deviation are shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, respectively.
It is understandable, as explained above, that DSR suffered
the worst delay. Between CRP and AODV, in contrast to their
similarity in the case of highest mobility, the delay gap
between them was much more noticeable in steady networks.
CRP outperformed AODV not only in terms of average delay

but also in delay deviation. In most traffic scenarios, CRP’s
data packets arrived at their destinations with an average
end-to-end delay about half the delay if we use AODV. Not
only that, the delay deviation in CRP was only 40 percent-
60 percent of the deviation in AODV. These significant
improvements make CRP more suitable than AODV and DSR
for real-time and multimedia applications. There was one
case (1 packet/sec rate) where CRP’s delay was longer than
AODV’s and DSR’s. However, the difference was negligible
because all of these delays were very small; most data packets
arrived instantly.

Fig. 12 shows the results for the data delivery ratio. In a
steady network with little traffic, all protocols performed well
when 80 percent of packets were delivered successfully.
However, CRP delivered more as the packet rate was
increased: at least twice and 24 percent more than DSR and
AODV did, respectively, when the packet rate was
20 packets/sec or 40 packets/sec. Obviously, no matter which
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Fig. 8. Pause 0: Protocol overhead. Fig. 9. Pause 0: Energy efficiency.
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protocol was the best, a delivery rate of about 20 percent was
considered too low to be acceptable. However, our simulation
was intended to consider highly stressful networks and our
purpose was to show that CRP still performed much better
than AODV and DSR in such networks.

Similarly to the case of highest mobility, CRP consistently
outperformed both the other protocols in terms of routing
overhead and energy efficiency. AODV incurred the heaviest
routing overhead, whereas CRP required the least and at
most twice as much as the overhead of AODV and DSR (see
Fig. 13). CRP seemed unaffected by increasing traffic. Again,
resolving congestion by predicting its occurrence and
adaptively distributing it over the primary and bypass paths
was the reason why the routing overhead of CRP changed
very little. We observed that the overhead decreased when
the packets were generated too fast. This is because, in this

case, congestion occurred early on the delivery path and just a
few nodes participated in the recovery process; hence, not
many control packets were sent out. Overall, CRP was very
lightweight because it required a routing overhead only
13 percent-14 percent of that required by AODV and
27 percent-53 percent of that required by DSR in most
scenarios. CRP was the most energy-efficient in steady
networks, too, as shown in Fig. 14. The improvement of
CRP over the other protocols especially grew larger as more
traffic was injected into the network.

3.3.3 Other Levels of Mobility

We ran simulation with 300-second and 600-second pause
periods to experience different levels of mobility. The
differences in performance between the three protocols are
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Fig. 12. Pause 900: Data packet delivery ratio.

Fig. 13. Pause 900: Protocol overhead.

Fig. 14. Pause 900: Energy efficiency.

Fig. 11. Pause 900: Uniformity of end-to-end delay.



shown in Table 4 for 300-second pause and Table 5 for 600-
second pause. The results were consistent with our findings
in the two previous cases (pause 0 second, pause 900 second)
that CRP was indeed a more desirable routing protocol than
AODV and DSR in traffic-intense networks. In these two
tables, bold numbers indicate when CRP was worse than the
others. Such occurrences, however, were rare and mostly took
place when the traffic was light, in which most data packets
were delivered successfully, nearly instantly, and with little
control overhead and power consumption.

3.3.4 Comparison Remarks

The following highlights were concluded from our perfor-
mance evaluation:

. End-to-end delay: Consistently in simulation runs,
CRP provided an average delay shorter than did
AODV and DSR. In addition, delay standard
deviation was smaller in CRP than in the other
protocols, making CRP more suitable for real-time
and multimedia applications.

. Data packet delivery ratio: Both CRP and AODV
successfully delivered more data packets than DSR.
However, when the network was heavily loaded,
whether the network was steady or highly mobile,
CRP performed better than AODV. In the other cases
(only a few), they performed similarly.

. Protocol overhead: Both CRP and DSR were more
lightweight than AODV. CRP was significantly
better when the network traffic became heavier.

. Energy efficiency: CRP and AODV were consistently
better than DSR. CRP was more efficient than
AODV, especially when the network traffic was
heavier.

4 RELATED WORK

Congestion is a dominant reason for packet drops in ad hoc
networks [15]. Lu et al. [15] found that AODV is ineffective
under stressful network traffic situations. They therefore
proposed a modified version of AODV (called CADV)
which favors nodes with short queuing delays in adding

into the route to the destination. While this modification
may improve the route quality, the issues of long delay and
high overhead when a new route needs to be discovered
remain unsolved. Furthermore, CADV is not congestion
adaptive. It offers no remedy when an existing route
becomes heavily congested. This is probably the reason
that CADV improves AODV in delivery ratio by only
5 percent in highly loaded networks. (CRP improves by
10 percent-28 percent.) A dynamic load-aware routing
protocol (DLAR) was proposed in [12]. DLAR is similar to
CADV, the difference being that a node with low routing
load is favored to be included in the routing path during the
route discovery phase.

CADV, DLAR, as well as most on-demand routing
protocols, are single-pathing. Multipath protocols may be
used to shorten the delay due to new-route discoveries.
Some of these protocols are multipath versions of existing
on-demand single-path protocols, such as [13], [16] (exten-
sions to AODV) and [18] (extension to DSR). Another
multipath protocol, named MDVA, was proposed in [29].
MDVA operates proactively and requires heavy overheads
and, therefore, it may not perform as well as an on-demand
protocol does for MANETs.

Recently, [28] proposed CHAMP, a cache-based on-
demand multipath routing protocol. CHAMP balances
network routing load better than other on-demand multi-
path protocols because it sends packets on multiple paths
simultaneously in a round-robin manner. CRP is similar to
CHAMP in that CRP also sends packets on both bypass
paths and primary routes simultaneously. However, CRP
distributes incoming traffic over the bypass and primary
routes dynamically based on the current network conges-
tion situation. Congestion is subsequently better resolved.
In addition, CHAMP only works effectively if storage space
is available for caching packets, which is not a requirement
in CRP. Another feature of CRP is that bypass paths have
short lengths. Since a bypass is established from a node to
the next noncongested node on the primary route, it is not
costly to maintain and not time-consuming to discover. On
the contrary, an alternate path in other multipath routing
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TABLE 4
Improvement of CRP over DSR and AODV: Pause Period = 300 Seconds

TABLE 5
Improvement of CRP over DSR and AODV: Pause Period = 600 Seconds



schemes is longer because it is destined all the way for the
destination.

To reduce the routing length, [6] proposed a routing
optimization technique called SHORT. SHORT monitors
existing routing information and detects situations where a
subpath can be replaced with a short-cut. SHORT can also

be adopted to reduce energy consumption or optimize
residual battery power. Similarly to SHORT, a neighbor-
hood-aware source routing protocol NSR was proposed in
[25]. In NSR, a shortcut is found between a node and a two-
hop neighbor and used when a link breakage occurs. The
concept of “shortcut” is similar to our “bypass” concept in

that they both do not cross the main routing path. However,
because a bypass is more flexible and not necessarily a
shorter path (like a shortcut), it is more likely to be found.
Moreover, unlike shortcuts, bypass paths are used in
parallel with the primary route, thus better dealing with
traffic congestion. Nevertheless, since SHORT was designed
as an optimization technique, it can absolutely be used with

CRP to better improve the routing efficiency.
Other routing protocols such as secure-aware routing [8],

[32], gossip routing [7], geographic routing [11], power-aware
routing [4], [24], [26], and reliable routing [31] were also
proposed. Surveys on different routing protocols and their
performance comparisons can be found in [3], [14], [23].

5 CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed CRP, a congestion-adaptive routing
protocol for MANETs. CRP enjoys fewer packet losses than
routing protocols that are not adaptive to congestion. This is
because CRP tries to prevent congestion from occurring in
the first place, rather than dealing with it reactively. A key

in CRP design is the bypass concept. A bypass is a subpath
connecting a node and the next noncongested node. If a
node is aware of a potential congestion ahead, it finds a
bypass that will be used in case the congestion actually
occurs or is about to. Part of the incoming traffic will be sent
on the bypass, making the traffic coming to the potentially
congested node less. The congestion may be avoided as a

result. Because a bypass is removed when the congestion is
totally resolved, CRP does not incur heavy overhead due to
maintaining bypass paths. The bypass maintenance cost is
further reduced because a bypass is typically short and a
primary node can only create at most one bypass. A short
end-to-end delay is also provided by CRP. Indeed, since

CRP makes the network less congested, the queuing delay
is less. Furthermore, since recovery of a link breakage is
realized gracefully and quickly by making use of the
existing bypass paths, the delay due to new-route establish-
ment is also low. Our ns-2-based simulation has confirmed
the advantages of CRP and demonstrated a significant
routing and energy efficiency improvement over AODV

and DSR.
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